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IBAW Mission
To advance business prosperity through insightful programming,
executive networking and member-driven public policy and advocacy.

Sales Roundtable

Monday, November 14th, 2022 | Time: 8:00 am - 9:30 am
Location: von Briesen Technology Center, 20975 Swenson Drive, 4th Floor.

Knowing how to read and understand metrics in marketing can be a daunting task. What does the data really mean and
how do you leverage it to ne tune your sales tactics?
This month we’ll discuss how to better understand what the term “integrated marketing” means and how it impacts your
metrics. We’ll also learn the top marketing metrics tied to your customers’ journey (and it’s not just email open rates), and
discuss actions you can take based on what you are seeing. Join us for a morning of inside information and camaraderie!
Audience: For sales professionals, leaders and owners that want to unlock the mystery behind the various marketing
metrics that are available and seek to understand how to get return on their investment.
Sales Roundtable is a free event open only to IBAW members. Register at IBAW.com

fi

“

… Sales Roundtable is a great place to send my
sales and marketing team, it’s easily worth the
price of membership on its own.

”

Monthly Meeting
Friday, November 18th - 7:00 AM - 9:00 AM
Location: The Wisconsin Club, 900 W. Wisconsin Ave. Milwaukee

Friday, Nov 18th
7:00 am - 9:00 am

The Wisconsin Club,
900 W. Wisconsin Ave. Milwaukee

REGISTER AT IBAW.COM

?

MYSTERY
GUEST

Our speaker originally scheduled for November had to last cancel at the last minute so that put us in a bit of a scramble
to nd a new speaker for our November 18th meeting. That doesn’t happen very often, but it does happen.
Right now we have invitations out to several interesting individuals and as soon as we have someone locked in, we’ll
send out a meeting notice via email.
IBAW always has interesting topics so don’t worry - it’ll be good!
Registration is open at this link - Click here!

LOCATION

THE WISCONSIN CLUB

7:00 AM

CHECK IN, COFFEE & NETWORKING

7:30 AM

BREAKFAST & PROGRAM

9:00 AM

PROGRAM ENDS

900 W. WISCONSIN AVE. MILWAUKEE

Advanced registration is required.
Please, no walk-ins
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Register at IBAW.com

Voter Guide
November 8, 2022 Elections
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Researched and Prepared by Jess Ollenburg, Matt Walker & IBAW’s Public Policy Committee

Wisconsinites are eager to cast their votes. With the race tightening and November closing in, registered voters want to know what
the potential candidates support and have to offer the communities, families, and individuals in the Badger State. Steering away from
the crossfire, we’ve compiled this guide to provide IBAW members with candidates’ own voices and a simplified drill-down.
IBAW’s Public Policy Committee invited all IBAW members to a Reverse Town Hall Zoom on May 24, 2022. We asked questions of and
listened to our attending members’ key priorities. Topics emerged relevant to Public Policy including Talent Shortage, Supply Chain,
Crime, Inflation, Education and Healthcare.
Candidate stances in the following analysis are highlighted and prioritized in direct correlation to the candidate’s own website, words
and/or the aforementioned IBAW member priorities. Let’s compare what each candidate tells us he or she will bring to the table.

Wisconsin’s Gubernatorial Election…

Tony Evers

Tim Michels

Democrat

Republican

Improve Education Quality

“I Trust Parents” Education Plan

(In favor of providing even more funding for public schools; Vetoed
a bill that would ban CRT in the classrooms along with the Parental
Bill of Rights)

(Prioritizes supporting parent involvement in their children's education
and opposes aggressive teachers’ unions; In favor of universal school
choice for students regardless of zip code)

Improve The Infrastructure of Wisconsin

Drain The Madison Swamp

(Supports investing in high-speed internet access for 300,000+
additional homes and businesses and to continue repairing roads)

(Prioritizes ensuring critical issues will be addressed and Wisconsinites’
voices will be heard; Supports greater transparency and reporting
requirements for Lobbyists)

Keep Communities Safe

“Wisconsin First” Plan

(Supports red flag laws and universal background checks for
firearms; Calls for changes to bail system)

(Believes all work is essential; Wishes to eliminate personal property tax;
Increase opportunity for K-12 students through various programs)

Protect Access to Healthcare & Abortion

Back The Blue

(Called for repeal of abortion ban; Supports protection concerning
reproductive care; Wishes to expand BadgerCare and mental
health services; Has repetitively vetoed pro-life bills)

(Increase support for law enforcement; Prevent defunding; Increase
resources and prosecute riot organizers; Support hiring more police in
dangerous areas to combat crime)

Protect The Will of The People

Restore Election Integrity

(Supports election workers and certifying election results; Supports
absentee ballot counting on Monday before election)

(Make voting more straightforward and make cheating more difficult;
Wishes to ban unmanned ballot drop boxes and pop-up polling locations;
Wants to purge inactive voters from poll lists 2x per year)

Support Small Businesses & Family Farms

A Pro-Life Stance

(Supports providing grants to small businesses and supports access
to capital and financing options)

(In favor of Wisconsin’s 1849 law, but is not against contraception or
medically-necessary abortions to preserve the mother’s life)

Tackle Rising Costs

Opposes Unconstitutional Red Flag Laws

(Supports SeniorCare program and wishes to implement 10%
income tax cut for working families)

(Wants to ensure responsible gun-owning citizens don’t fall victim to
having their firearms confiscated for the wrong reasons)

The Governor of the State of Wisconsin is an elected constitutional officer, the head of the executive branch and the highest state office in Wisconsin. The governor is
popularly elected every four years by a plurality and has no term limit. The state Constitution addresses the office of the governor in Article V, the Executive Department.

More voter information at…
Tony Evers-D: Official site of Governor Tony Evers (wi.gov), tonyevers.com
Tim Michels-R: Michels for Governor
WisEye Morning Minute: WCA 2022 Annual Conference - Evers and Michels - YouTube

If the links do not work, or you wish to download
the Voter’s Guide in PDF format, click here.
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U.S. Senate Election…

Mandela Barnes

Ron Johnson

Democrat

Republican

Fighting Inflation and Lowering Taxes

Fighting Inflation and Lowering Taxes

(Expand Child Tax Credit, Lower taxes for families and increase
taxes on wealthy; Bring jobs back to U.S.; Claims corporations are
having their best year since 1950; Fighting for $15 minimum wage)

(Wisconsinites deserve to keep more money out of their paychecks rather
than send it to the bureaucrats in Washington; Supports pro-growth tax
reform and reducing burdensome regulations)

Reproductive Justice

National Security and Public Safety

(Asserts that abortion rights are inherent in a woman’s right to
make decisions about her own body; Will vote to make
contraception free and widely available)

(Address terrorism; Reform visa waiver program to stop enemies; Secure
border; Protect against cyber-attacks; Declares law enforcement lives lost
are due to “hostility toward law enforcement promoted by leaders of the
Democrat Party and the radical left;” Reverse the decline in national
defense spending as percentage of GDP)

Plan for Democracy

Better Jobs

(Make elected officials accountable; Stand up to the corrupting
influence of dark money; Ensure the rights of voters are protected
across this country; Pass new voters’ rights act)

(“By getting Washington out of the way, we can encourage economic
growth in the private sector to create good jobs and economic
opportunity for all;” Helped start the Joseph Project with Pastor Jerome
Smith to connect people with good jobs)

Strengthen Unions and Boost Manufacturing

Veterans

(Prioritize American manufacturing and stop shipping jobs
overseas; Support small and medium sized manufacturers;
Strengthen labor unions; Oppose Right-to-Work; Support PRO Act;
Seek free technical education and two years of free community
college)

(Calls veterans “the finest among us” and has worked to hold the VA
accountable after the tragedies at Tomah; Supports connecting veterans
with good jobs; Supports providing coverage to service members affected
by toxic burn pit exposure)

Prioritize and Empower Family Farms

Exceptions to Abortion Ban

(Crack down on Big Ag monopolies and their anti-competitive
practices; Deliver high-speed internet access to farmers; Crack
down on Chinese government-backed firms; Take bold action to
address climate change)

(Supports abortion legality in cases of rape, incest and protection of the
mother at minimum; Changes should happen through a direct referendum
approved by voters; Believes society has a responsibility to protect life at
some point in the womb; Compassion for any unplanned pregnancy and
stands against any penalty for mothers)

Public Safety

School Choice

(Invest into struggling communities to prevent crime; Grant
resources to law enforcement; Get illegal guns off the street)

(Improve education quality and stabilize costs by allowing school funding
to follow students to whichever school they and their parents choose is
best for them)

Child Care

“Right to Try” Legislation

(Will fight to ensure no family spends more than 7% of income on
child care; Universal Pre-K)

(Reduce federal intervention for terminally ill, pushing for legislation to
get Washington out of the way of terminally ill patients who want to try
potentially life-saving drugs)

Small Business

Against EPA Water Rule

(Prioritize family farms and rural small businesses; Crack down on
corporate handouts; Supports Senator Baldwin’s “Made in America
Act;” Supports minority-owned small businesses and veteran
entrepreneurship)

(Stands with Wisconsin farmers, manufacturers and families against the
EPA’s water rule, which is accused of driving up costs and killing jobs due
to added government regulation)

Article I, section 3 of the Constitution requires the Senate to be divided into three classes for purposes of elections. Senators are elected to six-year terms, and every
two years the members of one class—approximately one-third of the senators—face election or reelection.

More voter information at…
Ron Johnson-R, Ron Johnson Senator from Wisconsin (senate.gov) , Ron Johnson for Senate
Mandela Barnes-D, Lt. Gov About Lieutenant Governor Mandela Barnes (wi.gov) , Mandela Barnes for U.S. Senate - Official Campaign Website
U.S. Senate: Qualifications & Terms of Service

If the above links do not work, or you wish to download the Voter’s Guide in PDF format, click here.
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Attorney General of Wisconsin…

Josh Kaul

Eric Toney

Democrat

Republican

A Safer Wisconsin

Qualified Immunity for Law Enforcement

(Has consistently advocated for increased funding; Safer Wisconsin
would invest $115 million into public safety; Called for Common
Sense Gun Safety legislation and expanded background checks for
gun owners)

(“Without qualified immunity I fear law enforcement officers would leave
the position in droves, increase costs for policing and negatively impact
decision-making, which would ultimately make our communities less
safe”)

Securing Justice for Survivors of Sexual Assault

Improve Criminal Justice System

(Fought for legislation to prevent backlog of untested sexual
assault kits; Conducting statewide review of clergy and faith leader
abuse)

(“…the overwhelming majority of our law enforcement professionals are
amazing women and men that would give their life to keep Wisconsin
safe. I also recognize we have some bad apples… and don’t want them
serving”)

Combating the Drug Epidemic

Improve and Defend Election Laws

(His Safer Wisconsin plan calls for an additional $15 million in
funding for the Treatment Alternatives and Diversion program)

(“I’m prosecuting more election fraud than anyone in Wisconsin… and will
fight to ensure all ballots are treated equally”)

Making Our Schools Safer

Rescind Cuts to DOJ’s Criminal Litigation Dept

(Has advocated for long-term funding to keep Office of School
Safety open, plus increased funding for mental health programs in
schools and common sense gun safety measures)

(“I will rescind devastating cuts… of prosecutors at DOJ by nearly 26%...
compromising public safety”)

Supporting Law Enforcement

Support State & Fed Constitutions | Oppose Overreach

(Invest millions in community policing and officer recruitment,
retention, and wellness programs; Increase funding for law
enforcement training; Supported duty death benefit legislation and
legislation that makes it easier for officers with PTSD to obtain
worker’s compensation benefits; Supports full collective bargaining
rights for law enforcement officers and other public servants)

(“Whether it is the Second Amendment, protecting the unborn, ensuring
our immigration laws are enforced fairly, and defending the rights of
crime victims, our constitutional rights are sacred, and I will vigorously
defend them against any federal overreach”)

Preserve Natural Resources

Oppose Red Flag Laws

(Seeks federal protections against air pollution and climate change,
for clean water, and for endangered species)

(“These laws serve to restrict people’s lawful right to exercise the
constitutional Second Amendment rights”)

Fighting for Safe & Legal Abortion Access

Support Victims’ Rights

(Has called on state legislature to repeal abortion ban)

(Prioritize fight against human trafficking, internet crimes against children
and opioid abuse)

Expand Health Care Access

Curtail Unlawful Administrative Agency Overreach

(Advocate for Medicaid expansion; Supports ACA; joined multistate investigation into JUUL’s sales and marketing practices)

(Any agency action not explicitly granted by statute must go through the
rule-making process)

The Attorney General of Wisconsin is an elected position in the Wisconsin state government. The attorney general is the head of the state Department of Justice and
the chief legal officer for the state. He or she provides legal advice and representation for all state agencies.

More voter information at…
Josh Kaul-D, Josh Kaul | Wisconsin Department of Justice (state.wi.us), Kaul for Attorney General (joshkaul.org)
Eric Toney-R, Toney for A.G. | (erictoney.com)
Empowerment: Attorney General of Wisconsin

If the above links do not work, or you wish to download the Voter’s Guide in PDF format, click here.
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Wisconsin Secretary of State…

Doug La Follette

Amy Loudenbeck

Democrat

Republican

Elections

Election Confidence

(America's longest-serving incumbent Secretary of State; Pledges
to keep the far-right Republicans' hands off the Elections
Commission)

(Suggests Wisconsin to look at a wide range of policy options to utilize this
constitutional office, directly accountable to the voters to ensure election
integrity and transparency and help restore elections confidence)

Workers’ Rights

Business Class Services

(Workers should have the right to organize and collectively bargain
for fair pay, safe and appropriate working conditions, and health
and retirement benefits)

(Modernize the office by implementing fast, secure, electronic processes
and providing responsive customer service)

Environment

Asset to BCPL

(Founded Clean Wisconsin 50 years ago; Advocates that respect for
the environment is critical for a healthy economy)

(Would serve on the 3-member Board of Commissioners of Public Lands BCPL, which oversees more than $1.4 billion in Trust Fund assets and
76,000 acres of School Trust Lands; Work to maximize BCPL assets so they
benefit Wisconsin for years to come)

Local Economies

Administering Elections

(Supports Farm-to-School lunch program, which would directly
invest our tax-payer dollars in local farms; Supports investing in
infrastructure such as cooperative produce processing plants)

(Advocates for a new model of overseeing and administering elections in
Wisconsin that puts election integrity and transparency at the forefront,
follows Wisconsin election law to the letter and provides top-notch
training and support to our local election officials; Make the Secretary of
State’s office directly accountable to the voters every four years unlike the
current WEC system)

Decentralization of Power

Spans Political Aisles

(Supports returning decisions such as property tax limits to the
municipal and county level; Supports returning the appointment of
the secretary of the DNR to the board of directors)

(Relationships span both sides of the political aisle and cover all corners of
Wisconsin; Has authored numerous bills with bipartisan support that were
signed into law by Governor Walker and Governor Evers)

Women’s Rights

Combat Human Trafficking

(Advocates that women should have full autonomy over their
bodies)

(Served on panel at White House Summit on Human Trafficking in January
of 2020 to share her work to combat human trafficking in Wisconsin)

Education & Health Care

Legislative Service Record

(Shall fight for strong funding of public education including the
state’s technical college and university system; Believes health care
is a right, not a privilege; BadgerCare is an essential program for
many Wisconsinites, and he’d work to ensure that it is fully
funded)

(First elected to the Wisconsin State Assembly in 2010; Member of the
Legislature’s Joint Committee on Finance for the past eight years and has
served as the Vice Co-Chair of that committee for the past four years;
Serves as Chair of the State Capitol and Executive Residence Board and is a
member of the State Fair Park Board)

The Wisconsin Secretary of State is an elected executive official in the Wisconsin state government. The secretary keeps a record of all official acts of the legislature
and executive department of the state.

More voter information at…
Douglas La Follette-D, douglafollette.com
Amy Loudenbeck-R, Rep. Amy Loudenbeck (wisconsin.gov) , Vote Amy Loudenbeck - For Secretary of State (voteamywi.com)
Empowerment: Wisconsin Secretary of State

If the above links do not work, or you wish to download the Voter’s Guide in PDF format, click here.
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Lieutenant Governor of Wisconsin…

Sara Rodriguez

Roger Roth

Democrat

Republican

Public Health

An Economy That Works

(Led the fight to expand BadgerCare; Will continue to fight for
affordable, quality health care access for all)

(Fought off billions in tax increases from the Evers administration,
including taxes on federal rescue grants; Voted against the state providing
cover to runaway federal spending; Developed proposal to eliminate the
state income tax)

Education

Ensuring Education Works for Families

(Supports fully-funded public education system; Advocates for
birth through college opportunities so that all students and
families have equitable access to education throughout life)

(Author of legislation to establish a Parental Bill of Rights, ensure
Curriculum Transparency, and provide Universal School Choice to every
family, successfully passing bills in the legislature)

Our Economy

Reinstituting Election Integrity

(Advocates union values; Will support investments in technical
assistance, workforce and talent development)

(Led the charge to ensure election integrity, authoring legislation, and
constitutional amendments to ensure security and consistency in our state
elections; Reformed absentee ballot procedures; Fought “Zuckerbucks”
buying votes in Wisconsin cities; Authored constitutional amendment
guaranteeing that only citizens can vote in Wisconsin elections)

Reproductive Freedom

Safe Streets & Safe Communities

(Co-sponsored legislation to repeal Wisconsin's 1849 law
criminalizing abortion; Pledges to never stop fighting to protect the
right of every Wisconsinite to make their own healthcare decisions
and defend against attacks on reproductive rights)

(Authored legislation to help recruit, retain, and train law enforcement to
put more officers on the streets and in our communities; Seeks legislation
to prevent Defunding the Police)

Climate & Environment

Protecting the Most Vulnerable

(Will work to safeguard our state’s unique ecosystems; Address
critical water infrastructure needs and drinking water, storm and
wastewater improvements to ensure everyone can access safe,
clean drinking water)

(Believes all babies deserve chance at life; Authored the Born-Alive
Survivors Protection Act to guarantee that abortion survivors have a shot
at life and those who would murder them face the full force of law)

The Lieutenant Governor of Wisconsin is an elected constitutional officer, the second ranking officer of the executive branch and the first officer in line to succeed the
Governor of Wisconsin. The lieutenant governor is popularly elected every four years by a plurality and has no term limit.

More voter information at…
Sara Rodriguez-D, Representative Sara J. Rodriguez (wisconsin.gov) , Sara Rodriguez Wisconsin | Sara Rodriguez for Wisconsin | Wisconsin (saraforwi.com)
Roger Roth-R, R Roth at wisconsin.gov , Roger Roth – Wisconsin Lieutenant Governor Candidate (rothforwisconsin.com)
Empowerment: Lieutenant Governor of Wisconsin

If the above links do not work, or you wish to download the Voter’s Guide in PDF format, click here.
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Wisconsin State Treasurer…

Aaron Richardson

John Leiber

Democrat

Republican

Home Ownership

Protecting the Taxpayer

(Shall pilot program statewide for rent-to-own home ownership)

(“As a fiscal conservative, I will focus on the job duties of the State
Treasurer. In a 2018 statewide referendum, Wisconsin voters chose to
keep the treasurer's office and it should be administered by someone
dedicated to this office and to public service”)

Diversity & Inclusion

BCPL Commitment

(“As the Mayor of Fitchburg, it has been extremely important to
me to ensure Fitchburg is welcoming to everyone. I have done a lot
to make this happen. Under my direction we now recognize Pride
Month, Juneteenth and Indigenous Peoples for the first time and
every year. For the first time we raised the Pride flag at city hall. I
then made the decision to keep the pride flag up year-round to
show the commitment we have a city to being inclusive. Under my
direction Fitchburg flew the Juneteenth flag at city hall for the first
time. I also started a Diversity and Inclusion Employee Resource
Group for city employees”)

(Commitment to the Board of Commissioners of Public Lands (BCPL) with
funding grown to $1.3 billion to benefit public school libraries, the
University of Wisconsin and Wisconsin residents)

Unclaimed Property Program

Growing Taxpayer Investments

(Seeks to add the option for people with unclaimed property to
donate it to one of a handful of charities)

(As Attorney helps clients navigate difficult financial situations and
decisions; Professes to use that experience to help all Wisconsinites, and
make sure that Wisconsin's investments continue to grow)

Financial Excellence & Restricted Payday Lending

Unclaimed Property Program

(Promises to work with financial institutions across the state to
develop financial literacy materials; Provide more restrictions on
payday lending in Wisconsin)

(“By law, the treasurer is just supposed to promote it, but there's no
money in the budget to do that, and the Department of Revenue actually
runs that;” Identifies no need to return program to Treasurer)

Environment

Small Government

(Will work to ensure companies we are investing in also are being
responsible and protecting the environment)

(Disagrees with opponent on expanding Treasurer’s office, claiming it
fiscally unnecessary)

The Wisconsin Treasurer is an elected executive position in the Wisconsin state government. The treasurer is responsible for sitting on the Board of
Commissioners of Public Lands, providing services to promote the unclaimed property program, and making certified copies of deeds, bonds, and
documents filed in the treasurer's office. Since 1995, the duties of the state treasurer have gradually been eliminated or shifted to other state
agencies.

More voter information at…
Aaron Richardson-D, Aaron Richardson for Wisconsin Treasurer (aaronforwi.com)
John Leiber-R, John Leiber For Wisc (leiberfortreasurer.com), https://www.facebook.com/LeiberForTreasurer
Empowerment: Wisconsin Treasurer

If the above links do not work, or you wish to download the Voter’s Guide in PDF format, click here.
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In Conclusion…
While we’ve carefully assembled this decision-facilitation toolset, this is not meant to portray an exhaustive perspective on any
candidate, but rather to target and simplify further research. We expect this drill-down to accompany a wealth of information revealed
by debates, interviews, essays and the outcomes and voting records of those already in public service. This committee advocates fact
over fiction and accuracy over smear. This committee advocates that actual actions and outcomes are ultimately more impactful than
campaign words, yet we need our election choices guided by the best possible information available.

May the Best Candidates Win!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About the Committee…
2022-23 IBAW Public Policy Committee Members:
•

Tom Parks, AIF®, CRPS™ | Director of Retirement Plan Services, Annex Wealth Management | IBAW Board | Prior PPC Chair

•

Matt Walker | Managing Director, Walker Media Agency & Rally Digital | Prior PPC Member

•

Jessica Ollenburg, CMC, CPCM | Managing Partner & Principal Consultant, Ollenburg LLC | Current PPC Chair | WI Joint
Legislative Study Committee

•

Todd Rakowski | CFO & VP of Finance at CG Schmidt, Inc.

•

Thomas “TK” Kingston | Payroll/HR Solutions Manager, Heartland

•

Mark Kravchuk, CPA | Most Recently 20+ years’ Risk and Accounting Policy Advisor plus Regulatory Advocacy Strategy, BP
Fuels North America

•

In Collaboration with Steve Kohlmann, IBAW Executive Director

To express your viewpoint as an IBAW member, please contact a current Public Policy Committee member or contact Chairperson
Jessica Ollenburg at JessIBAW@OllenburgLLC.com.
Please join us at a future PPC Forum, and let us know what’s important to you!

If the above links do not work, or you wish to download the Voter’s Guide in PDF format, click here.
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Global Insights - Manufacturer’s Outlook
Bob Gross, President, Gross Automation

I had the honor of representing Gross Automation, LLC last
week as part of a panel for the last program of a 6-week
virtual Global Insights Series put together by MMAC's
World Trade Association (WTA). This session was titled
"Manufacturer's Outlook - A Panel Discussion." The
additional panel members included Shannon Bryant from
Harley Davidson and Steven Wallace from Omahnene
Cocoa. Katie Henry of the WTA moderated the session
and we had roughly 40+ attendees.

offerings. As a result, we secured the
future business at a number of our
customers through some minor, but
important upgrades. We also now
have released a new offering under our own brand in the
Green Energy market that should pay off for years to come
with planned line enhancements coming in the near
future.

What Are Global Manufacturing's Biggest Challenges
In The Next 12 Months?
For us at Gross Automation, it is all about communication.
There will be shortages and there will be surprise stock
available. If we are honest with our suppliers, and they are
honest with us, we can get through this. Internationally,
this is even more important than ever. So, we all need to
communicate, communicate, and communicate some
more!

Realize that internationally, they are still in the pandemic. I
was in South Korea at the end of September and they were
still under a full mask mandate. On that Wednesday while
there, they lifted the outdoor mask mandate. In midOctober, I was in Germany and they also have a mask
mandate of public transportation systems. While on the
trains, you needed to be fully masked. Both countries still
were being adversely affected by COVID and just ever so
slowly, starting to come out of it. We are way ahead on our
thinking here, whether right or wrong.

A good example is we recently received an order for (10)
components that were on critical allocation from one of
our suppliers. The customer needed a rather quick
delivery and these were 26-40 weeks backordered.
Ultimately, we received the parts in about a week, before
our local team even could con rm delivery. This was due
to open communication between their management and
our team, even though some of these parts were "hidden"
from view. Without that honest dialog, this could never
have happened. Our customer has been taken care of
and is happy with the service we were able to provide.

How Are These Changing Your Strategic Planning?
We have broadened our thought process to take into
consideration expanding our product offerings, our
covered markets, and our manufacturing. As a company,
we are using the Traction/EOS program to plan our
initiatives and the Dale Carnegie Sales Advantage
program to deliver those. At the end of this month
(November), we will take our management team offsite for
(3) days and rebuild our future. That planning aspect for
2023 and beyond has taken on new meaning recently as
our market changes and evolves.

We and our vendors are also asking our customers for
more planning than ever before. If there are projections,
we ask to please share them. And we are asking for more
orders with allocation dates than before. This secures the
production time needed to manufacture their projects and
helps with the allocation of the raw materials needed. This
is also a tough one due to changing business situations.
An additional aspect of this is growing and starting to
carry additional inventory, very speci c to that customer.

Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of our
planning process is the SWOT that we have done on our
company recently. There are aspects of doing an honest
evaluation that are rather uncomfortable. This is critical to
our survival as a business and we can deal with it in the
normal course of time, not just in an emergency situation.

What Major Lesson Have You Learned In The Past 2
Years? - How Are You Applying This Lesson?
Everyone is essential! Yup, that is still a thing that we told
people that they were essential and non-essential. How
did you feel when someone said that you may not be
essential? Let me say it again - Everyone is essential!

fi

fi

fi

We strategically used our PPP funds, and our essential
business status, to help a number of our customers build
and design new systems as well as used some of it
internally to identify new markets and new product

Panels such as these are a wealth of information that we
may not hear otherwise. We realize that our issues are not
unique and that, just perhaps, someone else has that one
idea that makes all the difference in our company. Being
on the panel, also forces us to consolidate our thoughts
and try to offer something of value to those giving us their
valuable time to listen.
What a ride these last couple of years have been. It is now
time to get out and about and let's get things moving
again! You and your organization will bene t greatly from
the positive energy that you will generate.

Industrial and Construction Services
Report - Q3 2022
Timothy Oleszczuk, Managing Director, TKO Miller

• After public markets optimistically priced in the possibility of a brief recession with soft landing potential, the third
quarter for the broader economy came to a rather disappointing conclusion
• The fed doubled down on its hawkish rhetoric, moving to will companies into hiring freezes, reduced capital
expenditures, and overall economic slowdown viewed as necessary to curb in ation
• While the broader economic outlook remains murky, industrial and construction services business leaders seem to be
adjusting somewhat to cost pressures that created challenges over the past year and a half:
•

Supply chain issues have begun to stabilize and freight prices are trending down nominally in the short term

•

Many contractors have started taking defensive measures including building out larger-than-average backlogs
and shoring up balance sheets in anticipation of potentially slower years to come (particularly on the
commercial side)

•

Personnel from labor to management talent remains in hot demand and short supply, and the job market in
industrial and construction services feels as competitive as ever

• Despite persisting downward margin pressure, many indicators suggest healthy demand: Dodge’s Momentum Index
remains near its highest level since 2008 and select government spending bills such as the Infrastructure Package and
the CHIPS Act, are expected to underpin demand for years to come
M&A Conditions
• M&A volume is down compared to 2021 highs as near-term uncertainty and tightening credit markets make it dif cult for
management teams to justify allocating capital to acquisitions; however, multiples are only just returning to pre-COVID
levels
• Buyers have shifted their interest to more defensive, recession-resistant sectors such as industrial, municipal, and
infrastructure maintenance, which is viewed as less cyclical
•

This sector has seen increased attention from private equity buyers in particular as several large industrial
service companies were acquired by private equity in Q3 2022, including H.I.G. Capital’s acquisition of Terra
Millennium

• Commercial / residential construction, as well as the building products companies primarily supplying these industries,
have fallen out of favor to some degree as these segments are viewed as highly cyclical
• We expect buyers to remain active in M&A even if general economic conditions weaken. As long liquidity remains
strong, M&A will continue to be viewed as an ef cient use of capital that offers better returns compared to other
investment activity

Where Are
Industrial & Construction
Sub Sectors Valued?
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Do Happy Workers Have a Reason to Excel?
Jessica Ollenburg, Ollenburg LLC

When happy workers become complacent, work suffers. Simultaneously, demotivated workers are a
substantial threat to business viability. A blueprint of empowerment exists.
Not long ago, many C-Suite leaders displayed skepticism when advised that ‘happy workers are
productive workers.” To a limited extent, this skepticism served them well. As a lifelong cheerleader for each the
entrepreneurial business and the individual human spirit, I propose a different lens upon this much needed leadership
perspective.
Per de nition, motivation is a reason for behavior. The most widely accepted longstanding theories, such as Maslow and
ERG, force us to question if “happy” is in fact the absence of motivation. If “happy” equates to Maslow’s self-actualization
stage, why would happy workers be motivated to excel? Furthermore, while unique human motivators are absolutely
critical to address and serve, is “happy” an effective measurement and business criterion?
Decades of studies have validated the pragmatic human capital approach to talent management, yet certain extremists
are still peddling a “puppies and sunshine” approach to business. While “happy” workers are not necessarily a
meaningful target, and are certainly not a lawful target, let’s explore a more prudent target with more meaningful label.
Is “Happy” a Meaningful Criteria?
No astute business leader will ignore today’s ve to seven- gure risk of incorporating terms like “happy” and “attitude”
into performance criteria. Affective mood disorders are speci cally protected by the EEOC, especially via the Americans
with Disabilities Act and its subsequent amendments. Therefore, evaluating happiness can be discriminatory per both
statutory and case law. All performance appraisal toolsets that previously carried this language are no longer safe to
deploy and require recrafting. With expert guidance, updated terminology equally protective of workplace outcomes is
available. The necessary changes can be simple but important.
Highbrow thinkers often characterize “happy” in the same realm of “utopia,” where “happy” exists as a non-sustainable
target rather than a constant state of being. “Happy” takes on many meanings. That being true, optimum productivity
exists in the individual who can achieve eeting happiness in the workplace and nds that work excellence is the path to
attainment. That worker, in the proper performance management system, then repeatedly pursues the eeting sense of
“happy” through positive work behaviors, well-aligned with the organization’s goals. This assumes the worker is at socioeconomic level beyond basic safety and security needs. An employee whose food and shelter are threatened may throw
“happy” out the window quickly for extra money or job security.
Today’s expert business leader recognizes that motivation cannot happen without hope and incentive. Demotivation
occurs when employees are not properly rewarded for positive performance. An employee who exceeds expectations
may not repeat the excellence if behavioral reinforcement is absent. Rewards, however, must be commensurate with the
performance. Both extrinsic and intrinsic rewards collaborate together in a well-aligned system, refraining from impinging
upon the other’s ef cacy. A bonus for only adequate performance, for example, strips intrinsic motivation and creates a
derailing reward system. A bonus for no performance, as today’s government often promotes, most certainly strips
motivation and threatens productivity.
A Relaxed Mind is a Productive Mind.
More meaningful than the elusive “happy” is cognitive health. Productivity and creative problem solving are increased
when negative noise is averted. The noise of fear, anxiety and negative emotion shut down the capabilities of most, while
a few might bene t from a brief adrenaline rush through sympathetic nervous system response before crashing. Where a
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Article continues

team member believes he or she can succeed and shall receive betterment as a result, and where the negative noise
is quiet, the team member is exponentially more likely to demonstrate positive work behavior.
Quality of work life deliverables which facilitate problem solving are frequently deployed by companies who depend
upon invention and creativity. Work campuses and work days designed to unlock mental energy ourish. Wellness is a
powerful human asset which translates into positive corporate output.

And the Answer Is…
The discussion of “happy” workers is not only off-the-mark for many business pragmatists but also lacks legal risk
management and, quite frankly, lacks tangible meaning. The real discussion is about workplace productivity as
de ned by motivation, environment and leadership. Again, motivation is a reason, and complacency will not do.
Failure to deliver proper incentive will also not do, and the correction can be simpli ed. We advocate and deliver
lifelong learning for leaders, accompanied by proper crafting and delivery of performance management systems.
New leaders do not instinctively know how to lead and require solid formal training, often in a kinesthetic learning
environment. In any talent-intensive organization, getting the right people doing the right things is the heartbeat of
success. Keeping talent management at C-level authority is critical as these solutions start at and must be reinforced
by top authorities.

What’s Changed Recently…
I published this original article more than 5 years ago, and since then the discussion of happy workers and the talent
gap has exploded and taken on additional nuances. “Quiet quitting” and “quiet ring” are somewhat loud
conversations now to which there are legal rami cations unknown to most, for which we share solutions. It has always
been true that strong culture, leadership, alignment and operations are key to attracting, retaining and engaging
talent. We’ve been soapboxing that for many moons. What’s also in play is the current structure of incentives to work
being demolished for some by the incentives to not work.
No employer needs to hire everyone, and nimble remains an exceptional strategy. The key remains to attract, retain
and engage the right people in the right roles with the right resources. Those high in achievement need will gravitate
toward achievement and the feedback of being on the right path. This lifelong learner attests that work ethic still
matters and can be the key to serving family, self and community.

Jessica Ollenburg, CMC, CPCM is Principal Consultant & Managing Partner at Ollenburg LLC, a multi-award-winning
executive consulting rm specializing in leadership playbooks, employment law, talent management and entrepreneurial
ventures. For more information, please visit OllenburgLLC.com. Jess also serves as IBAW’s Public Policy Committee Chair and
represents IBAW concerns as appointed member of the Wisconsin Joint Legislative Study Committee on Occupational
Licensing.
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2022 Year-End Tax Strategic Planning for
Businesses and Individuals
Jim Brandenburg, Sikich

As 2022 comes to a close, there are many tax issues to be aware of. Join Sikich tax experts in this one-hour webinar
where our tax team covered selected changes from the recent In ation Reduction Act of 2022; tax provisions from the
Tax Cuts & Jobs Act (TCJA) signi cantly impacting businesses in 2022 and 2023; key IRS developments and tax cases
affecting businesses and their owners; tax savings ideas to consider; tax traps to avoid; and tax reporting updates.
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To watch the video, click here.

How Can Shape a More Enthusiastic
Employee?
Steve Bobowski, Dale Carnegie Training

Dear Coach Bobowski:
A couple months ago we hired two
employees. They have the potential to be
great assets to our team with their ideas
and personality. However, some of our
clients and team have voiced that one of
our new employees is too “laid back.” I
know he is bright and cares about his work,
but he doesn’t seem to be projecting that to
our clients and team. How can I create
more enthusiasm?
- Jerry

Dear Jerry:
You say he has great ideas, cares about doing good work and
has a good personality. Sounds like a pretty good employee.
Of course, even if he’s doing his work, there could be problems
with his mellowness. Is he in danger of being passed over for promotions or
better assignments because he’s not “high-energy?” I would sit down with him
on two occasions for very different conversations:
1. Talk to him. While most employers do a good job at vocalizing their skills and
talents in an interview, we often leave it there. You need to get inside his head to
see what motivates them. A great way is to have coffee or lunch with him.
During this conversation, ask questions such as:

- Where do you see yourself in ve years?
- What is your favorite pastime?
- If you won the lottery, what would you do with your life?
- What was your favorite college course?
- How do feel you are doing with your clients?
- Are you comfortable with the team and your job?
You’re trying to discover what will help foster better relations with the team and clients. You see the potential in him, but
how come others don’t see it yet. Questions like this will help you gain insight on what he is thinking.
2. Explain company politics. Every company has its politics and your employee may not know he is being cast in a bad
light in the political arena. Explain to him how he’s perceived and what it might mean for his future. Furthermore, from the
previous meeting, he knows you see the potential in him and will want to step up his skills to grow within in the company.
3. Use Your Leadership Skills to Change Attitudes without Arousing Resentment
· Begin with praise and appreciation.
· Call attention to mistakes indirectly.
· Talk about your own mistakes before criticizing the other person.
· Ask questions instead of giving direct orders.
· Let the other person save face.
· Praise the slightest improvement and every improvement. Be hearty in you approbation and lavish in your praise.
· Give the other person a ne reputation to live up to.
· Use encouragement. Make the fault seem easy to correct. Make the other person happy about doing the thing you
suggest.
The Action I Want You to Take:
· Coach. Don’t criticize your Associate so they can reach their full potential. It is a process not a one-time x.
The Bene t to You and Your Company:
· A long-term contributing member of your team!
Make It A Great Day!
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Job Creators Network Releases New Poll
Washington, D.C. The Job Creators Network Foundation (JCNF) released its September Small Business IQ Poll of 500 small
business owners. The Small Business Intelligence Quotient (SBIQ), an index tracking overall small business sentiment about
the economy, rose by 0.4 points compared to the previous month. The indicator remains roughly 10 points below the series
peak that was reached in July of last year.
When asked about the Biden administration’s plan to forgive some student loan debt, by a 5 to 4 margin, small business
owners oppose the policy with 75 percent of respondents saying the move will not address the problem of high college
tuition costs. Moreover, a majority of small businesses say the plan will make already high in ation worse.
Other key takeaways include:
• The belief that the U.S. economy is in a recession has grown to 61 percent, reaching as high as 70 percent and 71
percent in the Midwest and East, respectively.
• In ationary concerns continue to dominate with 4 in 5 small business owners believing the Biden administration isn’t
doing enough to combat it.
• 7 in 10 small business owners oppose doubling the size of the IRS, which would increase audits on taxpayers and small
businesses.
• Concerns that economic conditions could force small businesses to close their doors increased from 54 percent to 62
percent.
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Click here to view the full survey.

Ray Keating, Chief Economist, SBE Council

Real GDP grew at 2.6 percent (annual rate) in the third quarter, according to the rst estimate by the U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis. This, of course, came after two quarters of negative GDP growth, that is, -1.6 percent in the rst
quarter 2022 and then -0.6 percent in the second quarter.
Moving from declines in real GDP to actual growth is always welcome news. However, the debate over recession
promises to continue, especially given the fact that we remain in a period of stag ation, i.e., slow growth or recession
combined with high in ation.
Indeed, one has to wonder that given the initial pandemic recession and then the two quarters of negative growth in the
rst half of this year, are we headed into a triple-dip recession?
Has the U.S. ever had a triple-dip recession?
Looking at quarterly real GDP data going back to 1947, there has been no triple-dip recession – that is, three recessions
very close to each other in time – during the post-World War II period. As noted in the following chart, there was a
double-dip recession – i.e., two recession close together – in 1980 and 1981-82.
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As for our recent and current situation, the pandemic and resulting closures generated a recession in early 2020. And
then we have the two quarters of negative growth in the rst half of this year. There is a debate as to whether this was a
recession (or perhaps an ongoing recession depending on what happens in the fourth quarter of this year). It is worth
repeating what we have pointed out before: “It must be noted that the of cial arbiters of when the U.S. enters into and
exits from recession is the National Bureau of Economic Research. However, looking at the post World War II economy
since 1948, the NBER has never not called a recession when growth was negative in two consecutive quarters. So, for all
intents and purposes, this is a recession.”
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Are We Heading Into a Triple Dip
Recession?

And then we must turn to trying to gure out what might lie ahead. There’s a great deal of recession talk looking into
2023, and another recession would not be surprising.
Why? Well, in particular, all of the major policy levers are pointed in an anti-growth direction.
The Federal Reserve seems explicitly intent on engineering a recession in the mistaken hope that crippling economic
growth (especially on the labor front) is how in ation must be fought.
And then the Biden administration and Congress keep hammering away on a policy agenda focused on higher taxes,
hyper-regulation, protectionism or indifference on trade, and expanding government spending (which means draining
resources from the private sector via either taxes or borrowing). If one is looking to make matter worse, or at best
undermine economic recovery, then this would be the agenda to put forth.
Indeed, the two key policy items that transformed the U.S. economy from severe stag ation, including two recessions
close to each other, in the very early 1980s to a robust period of growth, was substantive tax relief and deregulation. In
fact, the time from the very late 1970s through the 1980s was the only period post-WWII when federal regulatory costs
in the U.S. actually declined for an extended period. There’s a crucial lesson here to be learned, but few in the policy
world seem to be taking notice.
Raymond J. Keating is chief economist for the Small Business & Entrepreneurship Council.

2022 IBAW Membership Committee
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Jim Olso
Iconica

Bob Gros
Gross Automation

Mike Poludnia
Merrill Lynch

John Ollenbur
Ollenburg LLC

Jay Crai
MSI General

Tim Dittlof
Full Sail
Leadership Academy

Rick Fon
Primerica
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Kristin Carlson
Focal Point
Business Coaching

IBAW / DALE CARNEGIE PRESIDENTS CIRCLE
A LEADERSHIP PROGRAM FOR CEOs,
PRESIDENTS, AND BUSINESS OWNERS

As the CEO, President, or Owner you are asked to produce more results
with fewer resources, meet and exceed competition, innovate and motivate.
This creates very difficult teams and leadership challenges. Leaders must
encourage teamwork, bottom-up idea generation, alignment, loyalty and
above all commitment. Rather than direct and dictate, leaders must inspire
and motivate!
The Presidents Circle:
The IBAW and Dale Carnegie Training have developed an exclusive
Leadership program for IBAW members only. The Presidents Circle
combines peer group engagement and highly targeted executive Dale
Carnegie Training among peers to help you achieve significant results.
These results will be achieved by providing insights, peer challenges, and
developing leadership skills which are aligned with your organization and
which will help drive agendas. By combining corporate mission, vision and
values with our unique methodology employees will begin supporting a
world they helped create.Ultimately, the only sustainable competitive
advantage is the innovation, motivation, and creativity of the employees of
an organization. Establishing a strong leadership culture provides the
environment where innovation and creativity can ourish.
Program Speci cs:
• Meetings with other IBAW CEOs/Presidents/Business
•
•
•
•
•
•

Owners
10 monthly meetings
Dale Carnegie Executive Leadership Training workshop
each session.
Round Table Issues Discussed and Resolved
Guided Yearly planning
Accountability among peers.
Business Results

The President’s Circle will help you achieve results by:
• Providing training among peers
• Creating and sustaining change initiatives
• Ensure continuous improvement and bottom-line impact
• Align the organization behind a common vision
• Develop a habit of fact-based decision making at every
level.
• Strengthen and implement strategic planning
• Create a value based culture to ensure loyalty
• Build energy and trust up and down the organization to
insure customer loyalty.
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Commitments:
•
Attend meetings
•
No cost for meetings, a bene t of IBAW membership
•
Referrals or 3 enrollments

Program Leader: Steve Bobowski

We’ll be sending out information shortly on the next
event!

IBAW SALES ROUNDTABLE
2nd Monday of the Month
Sales can be a tough road of ups, downs, potholes and a few bumps.

8:00 am - 9:30 am
Free & open to IBAW members only
Register at IBAW.com

But it can also be fast paced, exhilarating and rewarding.
If you’re in sales, you know there are things only other sales people understand; the thrill of scoring the big account, the
uncertainty of “let me think about that.”, the frustration of phone calls or emails that don’t get returned. IBAW’s Sales
Roundtable is a support and knowledge resource for sales professionals, business owners, marketing and branding experts
who are charged with driving sales.
Join us to discuss the strategy, tactics, inspiration, and motivation to increase sales. It’s a FREE bene t of your membership!
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Who should attend:
• Sales professionals of any level.
• Business owners
• Sales Managers
• Marketing & P.R. Professionals

Legislative Fix Moving Ahead for Wisconsin’s
New Manufacturing & Agricultural Credit
Jim Brandenburg, CPA, MST - Sikich LLP

Magazine Content Needed Consider Submitting an Article
The IBAW magazine is in need of content, we rely on our
members and sponsors to supply us informative articles. The
digital magazine is sent out to over 650 contacts statewide and
the magazine is parked on the web where, on average, it gets
over 1100 views.
Consider writing an article on a timely business related topic to
your particular eld of business. This is an outstanding
opportunity for you and your company to gain exposure and
increase your brand awareness to a statewide audience. There
is no cost to submitting an article

In IBAW meetings and publications in recent years we have introduced you to Wisconsin’s
new tax incentive - the Wisconsin Manufacturing and Agriculture Credit (referred to as the
“MAC”). The MAC came about in 2011 to provide an incentive for Wisconsin
manufacturers and agricultural companies to remain and grow here, and also perhaps to
have out-of-state companies move here. It was scheduled to begin in 2013, and when fully
phased-in by 2016 it would essentially exempt any Wisconsin manufacturing and
agricultural income from Wisconsin income tax. The MAC was championed by
Representative Dale Kooyenga and Senator Glenn Grothman in the legislature.
The MAC, however, had some problems for individual taxpayers when it was drafted and this glitch was
recently identified. Here is the issue in a nutshell: the MAC would reduce a taxpayer’s Wisconsin individual
income tax, but then would trigger a Wisconsin minimum tax for nearly the same amount. Thus, there may be
little, if any, net savings for the MAC in 2013 (a “MAC Attack?”). The legislature is trying to remedy this
situation now so that taxpayers can realize the proper tax savings with the MAC on their 2013 Wisconsin
individual tax returns.
Legislative Update: It seems that all key legislative leaders are now on board to correct this issue. It was
approved by the legislature’s Joint Finance Committee last week. The Senate and Assembly will be in session in
March and voting on final passage for several bills, one of which is this tax bill with the MAC correction. It looks
like the legislative timetable will have the bill passed near the middle of the March, before going to the Governor.
Thus, a best guess now is that the bill would be enacted into law somewhere in the latter half of March, 2014.
MAC Attack Options: For any of our individual taxpayers taking advantage of the MAC, this may present some
filings logistics. Here are the possibilities:

1. Best case scenario - in some cases the taxpayer’s share of the MAC for 2013 will be used and not result in a
Wisconsin Minimum Tax. A taxpayer in this situation could go ahead and claim the MAC and file their 2013
Wisconsin individual return. There would be no need to wait for the legislation to pass.

2. Next, a taxpayer has generated a MAC for 2013, but it will trigger a Wisconsin Minimum Tax. The taxpayer in
this case could wait until the law is changed (and then wait a little for the WDR to update its computer
processing systems) and then file their Wisconsin tax return and claim the MAC, and not incur the Wisconsin
Minimum Tax. This could present a tight timeline for the April 15 deadline, and you may need to file for an
extension.

3. Similar case as #2, but this taxpayer could file their Wisconsin individual return with the MAC, but also incur
and pay a Wisconsin Minimum Tax for 2013. Then, once the corrective law is enacted go back and file an
amended 2013 Wisconsin tax return to obtain the proper tax benefit of the MAC. You would not need extend, but
you would need to amend.
We’ll keep you posted as this legislation moves forward.
If you have any questions, please contact Jim Brandenburg or Brian Kelley at Sikich, LLP in Brookfield (262)754-9400.

Contact Steve Kohlmann for details.

Articles submitted by our
members & sponsors.
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Articles by national speakers

Meeting Recaps

Get Connected. Get Inspired. Get Informed.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS.

Click on their name to visit their website.

ITU AbsorbTech

Old National Bank
Ixonia Bank

North Shore Bank

Sikich
Lauber Business Partners
von Briesen
Vrakas
Boerke Co.
Rickert Industries
Insperity
Merrill Lynch
Lauber Business Partners
Wells Fargo Advisors
Saturn Lounge
The Rauser Agency - Robertson Ryan & Assoc.
Annex Wealth Management
Powertest

Red Elephant Chocolate
Hypneumat Mfg
Wisconsin Lutheran College
Gross Automation
Town Bank
Ollenburg, LLC
Signature Bank
Titus Talent Strategies

Sponsors support helps IBAW continue to bring
insightful programming to small business owners.
Help keep Wisconsin business strong!
Ask about becoming a sponsor today!

 


AT&T

THERE’S ROOM AT THE TABLE

As an advocate for small business, the IBAW offers intimate meetings on
relevant topics such as Leadership, HR, Sales, and
Political Issues.
Business Leaders...Leading Business

Join us.

“ I almost always come away from an IBAW meeting with useable material that helps
me with my business. Many times, a speaker will give me something that applies to
ITU AbsorbTech. Other times, it is a conversation over breakfast that gives me value.
Jim Leef, President & CEO, ITU AbsorbTech

“Being involved with a business organization like the IBAW is critical for small
business owners in Wisconsin for growth and to have a voice with government.
Rich Meeusen, Former CEO, Badger Meter.

Education • Networking • Political Advocacy
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www.ibaw.com / 262-844-0333 / IBAWO ce@gmail.com

BUSINESS LEADERS...LEADING BUSINESS

IBAW
960 Timber Pass
Brook eld, WI 53045
Of ce: 262-844-0333
IBAW.com

Membership Application

Name______________________________________________Company_________________________________________
Address____________________________________________City, State, Zip_____________________________________
Phone______________________Email Address_____________________________Website______________________________

MEMBERSHIP INVESTMENT

IBAW membership is based on the number of full time employees in your company.

Number of employee in your company

AMOUNT

1 - 15 Employees …………$350.00
16 - 25 Employees …………$500.00
26 - 49 Employees.................$600.00
50 or more Employees...........$750.00
SPECIAL OPTION: Prepay breakfasts meetings. Get 12 for the price of 10! Add $320.00
Amount Enclosed

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS apply to your entire team.
-

Monthly Sales Roundtable - free with membership
Monthly 5 Star Breakfast Program
C Level Peer to Peer Networking
Monthly Digital Statewide Magazine - free with membership
Informative Workshops
Business Behind the Scenes Tours
Legislative Updates from Madison and Washington D.C.

… AND MORE!

Paying By Check? Please make check payable to IBAW. Want to pay credit card? If you would like to pay by Visa,
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MasterCard or American Express, you can pay online at IBAW.com or by calling the IBAW of ce at 262-844-0333.

